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Abstract
Component recovery supports program understanding, architecture recovery, and re-use. Among the best known techniques
for detection of re-usable objects (related global variables and their accessor functions) is IC (the improvement in internal
connectivity). This paper re-visits the original approach and extends it in different ways. It describes a variant of IC suitable
for reverse engineering that omits the slicing step of the original approach. The underlying metric of IC is extended toward types
integrating ideas of the Internal Access technique such that abstract data types can also be detected. Furthermore, the connectivity
metric of IC is combined with a cohesion metric based on vertex connectivity. The new metrics and the new algorithm for reverse
engineering are evaluated and compared to other techniques quantitatively.
The new contributions of this paper over the conference paper are the analysis of the relation of the connectivity threshold and
recall and precision, additional experiments in varying the ICVC (internal connectivity vertex connectivity) factor, and a detailed
comparison of the complementarity of the various techniques.
c© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recovering modules and subsystems from existing software systems has proven useful in a number of
ways and many methods to automatically or semiautomatically detect components have been published in
the literature [2,3,5–7,10,8,9,14,12,13,16,18,19,24,23,22,20,25–29,32–35,37–40,42–47,49,56–60,64,65,67,63,61,48,
54,55,51,50,52,53,1]. The abundance of published methods calls for frameworks to unify, classify, and compare them
in order to make informed decisions. Girard and Briand introduced a process that synthesizes many methods to extract
components from code [21]. Lakhotia [31] and Koschke [29] presented a comprehensive overview and a classification
of existing component recovery methods; Girard and Koschke compared six published methods that recover abstract
data types and objects [23]. Koschke and Eisenbarth discussed the need for a standardized approach to compare
component recovery methods and proposed a framework to cost-effectively run quantitative evaluation experiments
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repeat
build refer-to graph
for each routine R loop
if IC(R) ≥ Θ then
if candidate-cluster(R) is accepted by user then
collapse ref-by(R) into a single new variable node
else
slice R using different variables of candidate-cluster (R)
end if;
end if;
end loop
until graph contains only isolated subgraphs consisting of a
variable grouping with one or more functions
Fig. 1. Original IC approach.
[30]. The framework evolved from a quantitative evaluation of diverse methods that detect the following four kinds of
components [23,29]:
abstract data object (ADO): a group of global variables and constants together with the routines that access them.
abstract data type (ADT): an abstraction of a data structure (a user-defined type) and all the type’s valid operations
on that data structure.
hybrid component (HC): an abstract data type that uses global variables to save state information. For example, an
implementation can count in a global variable how many instances of the ADT have been created.
set of related routines: a set of routines that together perform a logical function—that is, have functional
cohesion [68].
One of the methods evaluated in [29] is the connectivity-based IC approach defined by Canfora et al. [8]. In its
original formulation, the method detects ADOs, but it can be extended to detect abstract data types as described in
Section 4.1. Basically, the method consists of two parts (see Fig. 1):
• A fully automatic technique that identifies ADOs in the form of clusters of global variables and routines that set
and use them.
• A repeated application of the automatic technique intertwined with human validation and the application of
program slicing [66] to routines that are part of more than one cluster.
The fully automatic technique exploits a graph, called a refer-to graph, in which nodes are either routines, global
variables, or constants, and edges connect routines to the global variables and constants they reference. The technique
relies on a metric called internal connectivity (IC) that measures the fraction of the edges internal to a cluster with
respect to the total number of edges that have at least one vertex in the cluster. IC captures the coupling of a candidate
ADO with respect to the rest of the system.
The evaluations presented in [23] and [29] used a slightly different version of the method. The first difference is
that only the automatic technique is applied and the second is that a two-step process replaces the iterative nature
of the method. At first, global variables, constants, and routines are clustered to ADOs according to the automatic
technique. Then, all resulting clusters are rejected whose internal connectivity is below a given threshold. These
differences are mainly due to the different focus of the work described in [8], which is aimed at finding re-usable
components and therefore involves changing the original code, and the research discussed in [23] and [29], whose
scope is reverse engineering for program understanding and therefore excludes changing the original code through
slicing. The differences are also the consequence of a choice made in [23] and [29] to compare only fully automatic
component recovery methods.
Overview. This paper revisits the IC-based method to extend it in two different directions, namely, recovering ADTs
and finding a better cohesion metric to identify the candidates. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
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Section 2 reviews related research, sets the original contribution of this paper, and introduces the terminology used
throughout the paper. Section 3 recalls basic definitions of the IC-based method and discusses its properties. Section 4
introduces the new method for reverse engineering combined with an alternative cohesion metric, and Section 5
provides quantitative results of applying the new variant. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the work and provides
concluding remarks.
2. Related research
Re-modularization techniques. There exist several approaches to automatic ADO and ADT recovery within
procedural programs. Referring to the categorization proposed in [28], they can be grouped into domain-model-
based approaches (e.g., [18,19]), data-flow-based approaches (e.g., [64]), and structure-based approaches. The latter
family of approaches has been the most widely investigated in the past years and there is a fair number of methods
reported in the current literature (for a summary, see [29]). Structure-based approaches can be further categorized into
connection-, metric-, graph-, and concept-based approaches.
Connection-based approaches exploit direct relationships between code entities, such as routine signature types
and accessed variables, to define the clusters. Examples of connection-based approaches include the Same Module
technique [22], the Part Type technique [46], and the Internal Access technique [67].
Metric-based approaches are iterative in nature and use metrics to determine the clusters. Schwanke’s method [56]
uses a similarity metric derived from direct calls among routines and usage of non-local entities; Girard et al. [24]
improve the method by distinguishing between different uses of non-local entities. The type-based method [47] uses
a similarity metric that counts the portion of types of parameters and local and non-local variables of routines.
Graph-based approaches are similar to connection-based approaches, but the substantial difference is that they
exploit graph-theoretic analyses on the whole graph to define the clusters. Dominance analysis [14] and Strongly
Connected Components analysis [14] are examples of graph-based approaches.
Finally, mathematical concept analysis has been proposed as a method to identify ADOs and ADTs [9,32,49,58].
Concept analysis is more general than graph-based and connection-based methods as it can capture the same kinds of
relationships represented in graphs and presents several additional advantages. These include a finer control over the
granularity of the obtained modularization and an improved discriminatory power: a concept lattice defines a range of
modularization options that can be chosen for different situations [15].
The original IC method [8] combines features of the connection-based and metric-based approaches. It first
generates clusters using connection information, mainly the accesses of routines to global variables, and then exploits a
metric to filter the generated clusters. This is a distinctive feature of the method, as other connection-based approaches
simply cluster without rating the generated clusters.
Evaluation schemes. Section 5 reports on a quantitative evaluation of our technique using the evaluation scheme
described in [30]. This evaluation scheme is not the only one proposed in the literature. A similar approach that is also
based on recall and precision with respect to an expert decomposition was proposed by Anquetil and colleagues [4].
The difference is that their approach ignores cases in which a combination of candidate (or reference) components may
match a single reference (or candidate) component. Tzerpos and Holt propose to compare two alternative clusterings
by the minimum numbers of move and join operations needed to transfer a software clustering to another software
clustering [62]. Mitchell and Mancoridis’ alternative metric takes not only nodes but also edges into account [41]. In
another paper, they describe an evaluation scheme when no benchmark decompositions are available [42]. We chose
the evaluation scheme described in [30] because we can compare the results with other results that have been published
previously based on that scheme. Whether there are correlations among these different evaluation metrics is an open
research question.
2.1. Contributions
The original IC approach described by Canfora et al. aims to find re-usable components [8]. Consequently,
the system may in fact be changed in this kind of application. This paper describes a variant of IC useful for
reverse engineering in which changes are not allowed and therefore program slicing is not possible. Thus, overlapping
candidates can result. The IC variant for reverse engineering deals with overlapping components by merging very
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similar candidates, yet overlapping candidates may remain if the components are not similar enough. In the following,
the term IC will refer to the variant for reverse engineering if nothing else is said.
The original IC metric is based on variables and routines referencing these variables and is therefore able to
identify abstract data objects only. This paper will extend the definition of IC to types and their relationships to
routines in order to identify abstract data types.
The quantitative evaluation of IC published in [29] used a predecessor of the evaluation framework described in
[30]. This paper re-evaluates IC and related fully automatic techniques by the new evaluation framework proposed
in [30] using the benchmarks described in [29]. As a by-product of the evaluation in [29], the analysis of available data
suggested that the effectiveness of the method could be improved by ignoring the part of IC that measures cohesion
of candidates—that is, taking into consideration only the coupling of candidates according to IC. This interesting
outcome motivated our search for a better cohesion metric. One intuitive way to capture cohesion of ADOs is by
way of the so-called vertex connectivity of a graph: A graph has vertex connectivity K if the deletion of any K − 1
nodes fails to disconnect the graph [17]. In this paper, we investigate alternative integrations of the original coupling
measurement of IC with the vertex connectivity as a cohesion metric and evaluate these alternatives by application
to the same set of systems used in the evaluation [29].
2.2. Terminology
A component is a set of related entities that together have either functional [68] or abstract cohesion [36].
A cluster is a set of routines (functions and procedures), variables, constants, and user-defined types proposed
as a candidate component. The elements of a component or cluster are all entities contained in this component
or cluster, respectively. A routine, R, is said to reference a variable, V , if R sets or uses V or if R takes the
address of V , denoted by reference(R, V) (until Section 4.1, we consider the relation refer-to(R,V) a synonym
of reference(R,V); in Section 4.1, refer-to will be generalized). The set of referenced variables of a routine
R is referenced-variables(R) = {V |reference(R, V )}. Inversely, the set of routines referencing variable V is
referencing-routines(V ) = {V |reference(R, V )}. A type T mentioned in the signature of a routine R—as formal
parameter type or result type—is said to be a signature type, denoted by signature-type(R, T).
3. IC approach
High cohesion in the case of an abstract data object O implies that each of the routines in O references many
variables of O; low coupling implies that each of the routines of O references only very few variables that do not
belong to O and that only few routines from outside of O reference variables of O. The approach proposed by Canfora
et al. is heading in this direction. It basically consists of two parts. At first, variables and routines are clustered to ADOs
according to a specific usage pattern. Then all resulting clusters are rejected whose internal connectivity is below a
given threshold. The internal connectivity metric proposed by Canfora et al. is described in the next section.
3.1. Original definition
The clustering pattern and the evaluation metric are defined on the refer-to graph that describes the usage of global
variables and constants by routines (in the following, the term variable always refers to global variables and constants).
They can be explained more easily in terms of the following definitions, given a routine R and a global variable V :
routines related to R are all routines that reference variables also referenced by R:
routines-related-to(R) =
⋃
e∈ref-by(R)
{r |r ∈ refer-to(e)} (1)
refer-to(e) = referencing-routines(e) (2)
ref-by(R) = referenced-variables(R) (3)
The reason why refer-to/ref-by are introduced here—instead of using referencing-routines/referenced-variables
directly—is that IC will be extended to types by re-defining refer-to and ref-by in Section 4.1.
closely-related routines of R are all routines that reference only referenced variables of R:
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Fig. 2. Example refer-to graph.
closely-related-routines(R) =⋃
e∈ref-by(R)
{r |r ∈ refer-to(e) ∧ ref-by(r) ⊆ ref-by(R)}
Example. Given the refer-to graph of Fig. 2 and R as the routine under consideration, then the variables ref-by(R) are
{v1, v2}, the routines related to R are {R, r1, r2, r3}, and the closely related routines of R are {R, r1, r2}. 
The candidate that is proposed as an abstract data object consists of all closely related routines of the given routine
R plus the variables referred by R:
candidate-cluster(R) = closely-related-routines(R) ∪ ref-by(R)
Example. In the example of Fig. 2, the candidate cluster is {v1, v2, R, r1, r2} for the given routine R. Note that the
proposed clusters depend upon the given routine. Suppose R also referenced variable v3, then the cluster for R would
be {v1, v2, v3, R, r1, r2, r3}; from the perspective of r3 we would get the cluster {v2, v3, r2, r3}. Thus, clusters can
overlap. 
The candidate cluster is ranked by the internal connectivity metric and only proposed if this metric yields a value
greater than a user-determined threshold. The internal connectivity measure (IC) and the improvement in internal
connectivity (IC) are defined as:
IC(R) =
∑
e∈ref-by(R) |{r |r ∈ refer-to(e) ∧ ref-by(r) ⊆ ref-by(R)}|∑
e∈ref-by(R) |{r |r ∈ refer-to(e)
(4)
IC(R) = IC(R)−
∑
e∈ref-by(R)
|{r |ref-by(r) = {e}}|
|refer-to(e)| (5)
IC(R) is the portion of references to individual variables of the cluster from routines also inside the cluster (closely
related routines) with respect to the number of all references. If there is no reference from outside the cluster, IC(R)
is 1.
Example. In the example of Fig. 2, IC(R) is as follows: (2 + 3)/(2 + 4) = 0.83. The subtrahend in the definition of
IC reflects the portion of routines that reference only a single variable of the cluster with respect to the number of all
references to that variable. In the example of Fig. 2, the subtrahend of IC is 1/4: r2 is the only routine that accesses
a single variable only, namely, v2, which is referenced by four routines. Consequently, IC(R) = 0.83 − 0.25 =
0.58. 
The underlying intuition of the definition of IC is to have only few references of variables from outside the cluster.
The motivation for IC will be discussed in the next section in more detail.
The original IC approach [8] uses the clustering algorithm in Fig. 1 where the proposed cluster for a given
routine R is candidate-cluster(R) if IC(R) ≥ Θ . It may be a sign of loose relatedness when a candidate’s internal
connectivity is below the threshold. The reason may be that the routines implement distinct logical functions and
therefore reference unrelated variables. The code of such routines could be separated into distinct parts that correspond
to the distinct logical functions by means of program slicing [66]. This is what Canfora and colleagues proposed in [8].
3.2. Properties of the ∆IC definition
The definition ofIC consists of two parts. The subtrahend in (5) covers substructures of the candidates that consist
of only one variable and those routines that access solely this variable. The original motivation for the subtrahend in
the definition (5) of IC is to measure the “improvement in internal connectivity”. Recall the iterative nature of the
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Fig. 3. Example collapsed refer-to graph.
algorithm in Fig. 1. In each step, the variables of an accepted candidate are collapsed into a new single variable that
serves as a representative of the cluster further on. For example, if the candidate cluster around R in Fig. 2 is accepted,
the refer-to graph in Fig. 3 results.
In the second iteration, there is actually an accepted candidate {R, r1, r2, v1, v2}whose IC is now 3/4−3/4 = 0.
If r3 is chosen, there are the three functions of the accepted cluster that now access only one single variable—the
collapsed node—and hence IC(r3) = 1 − 3/4. The increase of internal connectivity for the accepted cluster in the
second iteration is therefore 1/4.
The subtrahend of IC is motivated by the fact that the clustered variables are collapsed. Yet, in the first iteration,
there are no clustered variables; that is, each variable stands for itself. In that case, the subtrahend actually represents
the internal connectivity of clusters around a single variable that consist of routines that access only this variable and
no other variable; that is, if CV is a cluster that consists of a single variable V and all routines that refer only to this
and no other variable, then the following equation holds (a proof can be found in [29]):
∀R ∈ CV: IC(R) =
∑
e∈ref-by(R)
|{r |ref-by(r) = {e}}|
|refer-to(e)| (6)
Such substructures around a single variable might be considered a candidate on their own and therefore it could
make sense to subtract their internal connectivity from the overall internal connectivity of the composite structure.
Yet, this is intuitively not appropriate for the following reasons:
• The decision to consider only subclusters of single variables is arbitrary. Why not consider subclusters with two or
more variables?
• Furthermore, one should think that, for a routine that references one variable only and this variable is in the cluster,
the routine should definitely also be in the cluster. An example is an abstract data object stack based on two
global variables stack content (array for the stack content) and stack pointer (index into stack content)
having an accessor function size to return the number of elements on the stack; size would need to reference
stack pointer only and still does belong to the cluster.
These intuitive counter arguments are confirmed by the quantitative evaluation described in Section 5.
Consequently, the sum of the subtrahend for IC should run over collapsed variables only.
A corollary of (6) is that, for a cluster consisting of a single variable, V , and its accessor functions R1, . . . ,
Rn (n ≥ 1) that only reference V ,IC(Ri ) = 0 holds for all Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Note that this circumstance does
not depend upon whether information hiding is employed—that is, whether there are other routines from outside the
cluster that reference the cluster variable. In other words, the metric fails to make a distinction for the coupling of
clusters with a single variable. This may be particularly problematic when the metric is extended to types, because
abstract data types mostly consist of a single type only.
Another problematic property of IC is that its two constituents are unbalanced: whereas the value of IC can only
be between 0 and 1, the subtrahend of IC can be between 0 and n (where n is the number of variables in a cluster).
Given a routine, R, that refers to variables V1, . . . , Vn where each variable Vi in V1, . . . , Vn is accessed by m other
routines Ri,1, . . . , Ri,m and ref-by(Ri, j ) = Vi for 1 ≤ j ≤ m (see Fig. 4), then the subtrahend of IC is as follows:
∑
e∈ref-by(R)
|{r |ref-by(r) = {e}}|
|refer-to(R)| = n ×
m − 1
m
where m−1
m
approaches 1 for large m, hence IC(R) ≈ 1 − n.
Furthermore, the metric considers only coupling but not cohesion of the candidate clusters, though one would
expect that both coupling and cohesion should be taken into account.
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Fig. 4. Cluster with low IC.
A minor point of critique is that the term internal connectivity is somewhat misleading. What the formula for the
internal connectivity measures is the fraction closely-related-routines versus related-routines with respect to individual
variables of the cluster, which is a relationship between the cluster and its environment as opposed to an internal
property.
4. Extensions
In a pure reverse engineering process for program understanding, the system must not be changed (it may be
changed afterwards); that is, physically slicing routines whose IC value is below a threshold is inappropriate.
Leaving out slicing reduces the loop in Fig. 1 to one iteration and overlapping candidates may remain. Merging these
overlapping candidates regardless of the degree of overlap is not satisfactory. This approach was taken in an earlier
evaluation of IC [23] in order to get a fair evaluation, because other methods of this evaluation always produce
distinct candidates. For the application of the IC method, we can do better: we can merge two candidates when
they share a large number of elements; otherwise they remain distinct and overlapping. In particular, this is the right
approach when the user can be consulted. Merging similar candidates frees the user from an overwhelming number
of similar candidates: she or he has to judge only critical cases.
4.1. Extended algorithm for reverse engineering
The IC algorithm for reverse engineering in Fig. 5 merges candidates only when they have many elements in
common (Step 3). We treat one component C1 as a part of another component C2 when C1 ⊆p C2 holds according to
the following partial subset relationship, ⊆p , which allows for inexact matches:
C1 ⊆p C2 :⇔ |elements(C1) ∩ elements(C2)||elements(C1)| ≥ p (7)
where 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1.0 is a tolerance parameter p that needs to be specified for the comparison. If set to 1.0, R must be
completely contained in C2. A more pragmatic adjustment is p = 0.7; that is, at least 70% of the elements of C1 must
also be in C2. This number is motivated by the assumption that at least three elements of a four-element component
must also be in the other component to be an acceptable match. Step 3 merges the overlapping candidates. For the
connectivity metric, conn, in this algorithm, IC is used. Later we will propose alternative connectivity metrics, but
the algorithm remains the same.
4.2. Generalization for types
The internal connectivity metric was originally proposed only for abstract data objects. However, we can extend
the domain of connectivity to types as well. Before we actually generalize the metric, we state some observations.
There are two different kinds of entities of an abstract data object: variables and constants that we do not
want to be accessed from outside of the abstract data object and routines that act as public accessor routines.
According to these two classes, there are the following different kinds of relationships that we implicitly distinguished
above:
(1) non-abstract usage: a variable is directly referenced by a routine. There are two categories of non-abstract
usage:
(a) the variable is non-abstractly used by a routine within the component;
(b) the variable is non-abstractly used by a routine outside of the component.
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Input:
• refer-to graph G
• connectivity threshold Θ
Output:
• set of component candidates C
Algorithm:
(1) — generate candidates:
for each routine R in G loop
cluster (R) := candidate-cluster (R);
end loop;
(2) — filter candidates whose connectivity is less than Θ :
for each routine R in G loop
if conn(R) < Θ then
cluster (R) := ∅;
end if;
end loop;
(3) — merge overlapping candidates:
while ∃ a pair of routines {R1, R2} in cluster
where (cluster(R1) ⊆p cluster(R2) ∧ cluster(R1) = ∅)
∨(cluster(R2) ⊆p cluster(R1) ∧ cluster(R2) = ∅)
loop
cluster(R1) := cluster(R1) ∪ cluster(R2);
cluster(R2) := ∅;
end loop;
(4) — return results (filter trivial components):
for each R in cluster range where |cluster(R)| > 1 loop
C := C ∪ cluster(R)
end loop;
Fig. 5. New IC approach for reverse engineering.
(2) abstract usage: a variable is not used directly by a routine R outside of component but by an accessor routine
of the component called R; in other words: R is accessing the variable only by means of the accessor routine
associated with the variable.
Cases (1a) and (2) conform to the information hiding principle; case (1b) does not. Hence, metrics for coupling
should penalize (1b). The metrics for variables and types in this section are defined with this in mind.
As opposed to variables, we do not want to hide types—they would not be of any use then. Instead, we want to
hide the underlying data structure of a type. This corresponds to the idea of the Internal Access heuristic [67]. Types
should be used abstractly by routines outside the abstract data type. A non-abstract usage of a type T by a routine R,
denoted by non-abstract(R, T), is as follows [29] (let E be an expression of type T ):
• if T is a record, then any field selection E in R is a non-abstract usage of T ;
• if T is an array, then any index subscript E in R is a non-abstract usage of T ;
• if T is a pointer, then any dereference E in R is a non-abstract usage of T ;
• if T is a standard type, then any application E of a standard operator, such as + and −, in R is a non-abstract usage
of T .
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Fig. 6. Diverse graph types.
Now that we have a unifying concept non-abstract usage for both types and variables, we can generalize the
specification of refer-to and ref-by accordingly. All formulae other than (2) and (3) need not be changed. The
definitions of refer-to and ref-by can be extended as follows in order to include the restricted signature-types
relationships (only those signature types are considered that are tagged as non-abstract usage):
refer-to(R, e) :⇔
reference(R, e) ∨ (signature-type(R, e) ∧ non-abstract(R, e))
refer-to(e) = {R|refer-to(R, e)}
ref-by(R) = {e|refer-to(R, e)}
By re-definition of refer-to, Eq. (5) is now also applicable to abstract data types.
4.3. Adding cohesion to∆IC
From a purely relational point of view (i.e., without considering the actual semantics of the entities but only the
refer-to relationship), one wants to have all routines in the cluster to refer to as many variables and types in the cluster
as possible to be highly cohesive. Though originally not intended as such, the subtrahend of IC in (5) could be
viewed as a way to measure some degree of cohesion along this line: if all routines of the cluster access more than one
variable in the cluster, the subtrahend is zero. Yet, as already discussed, this kind of cohesion metric is not appropriate,
in particular for clusters that contain only one variable or type. An alternative way to define cohesion could be by way
of the following equation, which yields 1 if all routines of the cluster reference all variables and types (let C be a
cluster, routines(C) the routines of C , and vt(C) the variables and types of C):
∑
e∈vt (C) |refer-to(e) ∩ routines(C)|
|vt (C)| · |routines(C)| (8)
However, this measurement for cohesion is too strict in practice. Our benchmarks do not contain larger components
for which Eq. (8) would yield a high value. Variables, for example, represent different aspects of a component and
very often only a few routines of a component deal with all aspects. For instance, a routine size of a stack would
only access the stack pointer but not the stack content.
Again from a purely relational point of view, the entities in the cluster are related to each other because they refer
to each other. Note that our definition of refer-to yields a bipartite refer-to graph; that is, routines are directly related
to variables and types but not to other routines because the call relationship is not covered by refer-to. Likewise,
variables and types are neither related in the refer-to graph. Yet, two routines are at least indirectly related if they
refer to the same variable or type. To put this on a more formal basis, two entities, E1 and E2, are directly related
to each other if and only if refer-to(E1, E2) or refer-to(E2, E1), denoted by related(E1, E2). Obviously, related is a
symmetric relationship. The related-graph is immediately induced by the refer-to graph by simply turning the directed
refer-to edges into undirected related edges. Two entities, E1 and E2, are said to be transitively (or indirectly) related
if and only if there exists a set of entities {e1, e2, . . . , ek} such that related(ei , ei+1) for 1 ≤ i < k and related(E1, e1)
and related(ek, E2). For example, in the related-graph in Fig. 6(b) induced by the refer-to graph in Fig. 6(a), R1 and
R3 are transitively related whereas R1 and V1 are even directly related.
According to the clustering criterion of IC, two entities may only be in the same cluster if they are transitively
related to each other, which is intuitive from a purely relational point of view: if two routines are not connected
via types in their signature or referenced variables or other related routines, why should they be considered access
functions of the same abstract data type or object? Of course, there are also exceptions, such as local utility functions
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of a component that do not refer to the variables and types in the component but are only called by the other routines
in the component for a special service. However, such local utility functions are no core access functions of the
component and can easily be detected by means of dominance analysis [14,22].
Now, it could be that the indirectly related relationship of R1 and R3 in Fig. 6(b) is only spurious because R2 is
actually a badly designed initialization routine that sets V1 and V2. According to the information hiding principle,
the system should rather be restructured by providing two initialization routines for the two distinct abstract data
objects around V1 and V2, respectively, and two calls from R2 to these initialization routines. In terms of the refer-to
graph, this would mean removing the outgoing refer-to edges from R2 and, consequently, also the related edges in
the induced related-graph. The example graph in Fig. 6(b) would then be split into two isolated subgraphs and we
would consider these subgraphs to be separate abstract data objects. However, in the general case, removal of one
node from the related-graph does not necessarily lead to isolated subgraphs, because there could be other entities that
hold the graph together. If many entities need to be removed until the graph is finally split into isolated subgraphs, our
confidence decreases that these remaining subgraphs are really abstract data objects of their own.
These observations directly correspond to the connectivity concept in graph theory. There are basically two kinds of
connectivity measures in graph theory: arc and vertex connectivity. A graph has vertex connectivity K if the deletion
of any K − 1 nodes fails to disconnect the graph [17]. Analogously, a graph has arc connectivity K if the deletion
of any K − 1 edges fails to disconnect the graph. Algorithms to compute both kinds of connectivity are described
in [17].
The upper bound for the arc connectivity of a related-graph is the minimal number of edges of a single node in
the graph: if all its edges are removed, the node is isolated from the rest of the graph. In other words, a high arc
connectivity requires all routines to refer to many variables and types, similarly to Eq. (8). As a matter of fact, if there
is a routine that accesses only one variable but all other routines reference all variables, the arc connectivity measure is
even more drastic than Eq. (8) because the latter would still yield a high value whereas the vertex connectivity of such
a graph is only 1. Because we already argued that Eq. (8) is too strict, vertex connectivity is even less appropriate.
Similarly, a naı¨ve application of the vertex connectivity measure to the related-graph is inappropriate. Because the
related-graph is bipartite and routines determine the formation of clusters with their patterns of access, we can only
consider deleting routine nodes for the vertex connectivity when computing the connectivity. This can be achieved
by ascertaining the vertex connectivity on the entity-related graph. The entity-related graph, G′, of a related-graph,
G, contains only the routines of G and the edges express the relation entity-related. Two routines, R1 and R2, are
entity-related if and only if ∃(E ∈ G)related(R1, E) ∧ related(R2, E). For example, the entity-related graph of the
related graph in Fig. 6(b) is shown in Fig. 6(c).
The vertex connectivity, VC, of the entity-related graph as a measure for cohesion can be integrated with the
internal connectivity IC of IC according to Eq. (4) as follows (let C(R) = candidate-cluster(R)):
icvc-conn(R) = (IC(R)+ n × VC(C(R))
routines(C(R))− 1 )/(n + 1) (9)
Eq. (9) normalizes the vertex connectivity and yields a value between 0 and 1 (routines(S) denotes the set of
routines contained in S). Parameter n can be used to adjust the influence of cohesion versus coupling.
We have tried alternative metrics based on vertex connectivity earlier, but with less success [11].
5. Benchmark evaluation
This section provides quantitative results for the following variants of a connectivity measure, conn, for the IC
algorithm for reverse engineering in Fig. 5:
IC: conn(R) := IC(R) acc. to (5)
ICVC: conn(R) := icvc-conn(R) acc. to (9)
Note that ICVC is equivalent to IC for n = 0.
5.1. Evaluation scheme
To evaluate the techniques, we compare the components proposed by the techniques—named candidate
components in the following—with components that were identified independently and manually by software
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Table 1
Subject systems
Name Version KLOC Description
Aero 1.6 31 X-window-based simulator for rigid body systems
Bash 1.14.4 38 Unix shell
CVS 1.8 30 Concurrent versioning system
Mosaic 2.6 37 World-wide web browser (without GUI code)
engineers—named reference components in the following. The subject systems for which the reference components
were established are described in Table 1. Details about how the reference components were obtained are described
elsewhere [30].
The results are described in terms of recall and precision with respect to the reference components. Recall
is—roughly speaking—measured as the degree of overlap among matching candidates and references. Precision is
measured as the proportion of correct candidates among the proposed candidates. The remainder of this section gives
a summary of the evaluation scheme. Details can be found in [30].
The process of comparing candidates and references has two phases. In the first phase, corresponding candidates
and references are identified. In the second phase, the accuracy of the corresponding components is computed.
Two different kinds of correspondences are distinguished (let C and R be two components): C and R are a good
match if they overlap to at least 70% in the global declarations contained in these components; C and R are an OK
match if at least 70% of the elements of one of the two components are also in the other component. The threshold
of 70% is motivated by the assumption that at least three elements of a four-element component must also be in the
other component to be an acceptable OK match. This threshold has been used in previous comparisons already.
Once corresponding component pairs have been established, the accuracy of the matches is determined. The exact
accuracy needs to be measured because of the inexact match: We want to distinguish a match with 100% overlap
from matches with only 70% overlap. Because there can be several candidates that are in an OK match with the same
reference (or vice versa), we unite all these candidates (or references, respectively) and then measure the accuracy as
the degree of overlap between the united components:
accuracy(A, B) = |A ∩ B||A ∪ B|
For instance, let C1 = {a, b, c, d} and C2 = {e, f, g, h} be two OK matches with R = {a, b, c, e, f, g}, then we
obtain accuracy(C1 ∪ C2, R) = 6/8.
Recall is then defined as follows:
∑
(a,b)∈GOOD accuracy(a, b)+
∑
(a,b)∈OK accuracy(a, b)
|GOOD| + |OK| + |true negatives| (10)
where GOOD denotes the good matches and OK denotes the OK matches; true negatives are references that were not
matched at all—neither by a good nor by an OK match.
Precision is defined as follows:
|matching candidates|
|candidates| =
|candidates| − | false positives|
|candidates|
where a false positive is a candidate component that does not match any reference component—neither by a good nor
by an OK match.
5.2. Results
The ADO candidates were compared to the ADO and hybrid references of these benchmarks, whereas the ADT
candidates were compared to the ADT and hybrid references. Hybrid components were also used as references
because the techniques that detect ADOs (or ADTs) can also identify hybrid components at least partially. Because
very small and particularly large components are not useful, candidates with less than three elements and more
than 75 elements were filtered out for the comparison, which reduces the number of false positives. The largest
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Fig. 7. Recall and precision for Aero/ADT.
Fig. 8. Recall and precision for Aero/ADO.
references in the benchmark have about 50 elements such that the candidates could not exceed the references by more
than 50%.
We experimented with varying parameter n for ICVC in the range from 0 to 55. We observed that ICVC’s recall
and precision are better for larger n and that they stabilize for n ≥ 6. That is why we have chosen ICVC(n = 6) as a
comparison point in the following.
Recall and precision of the IC variants are shown in Figs. 7–14 as a function of the connectivity threshold. The
results include the generalization for abstract data types. If we compare ICVC(n = 6) with IC, we notice that they
have equal recall (only for the ADTs of Aero, recall of ICVC(n = 6) is better) and relatively similar precision (IC’s
precision is better for the ADTs in Bash, whereas ICVC(n = 6)’s precision is better for ADTs in Mosaic).
Figs. 7–14 show that recall and precision are sensitive to the connectivity threshold of all IC variants and a
suitable threshold depends upon the system. ICVC is less sensitive to the connectivity threshold than IC.
Table 2 contains results for thresholds that yield a good balance of recall and precision. As a comparison point, it
also lists results for other well-known fully automatic connection-based techniques:
Global Reference (GR) groups routines with all variables accessed by these routines [67].
Same Module (SM) groups routines with all variables accessed by these routines and all types that occur in their
signature if and only if these variables and types, respectively, are declared in the same module (in the
programming language C, we treat the header and the C file with the same basename as a module) [22].
Part Type groups routines with all types that occur in their signature, except with those types that are used in the
declaration for another type that also occurs in the signature [46].
Same Expression groups all variables that occur in the same expression with all routines accessing at least one of
these variables [29].
Internal Access groups variables and types with all routines that access their record components or otherwise violate
the information hiding principle [67,23].
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Fig. 9. Recall and precision for Bash/ADT.
Fig. 10. Recall and precision for Bash/ADO.
Fig. 11. Recall and precision for CVS/ADT.
Abstract Data Objects. For ADOs, Same Module and Global Reference appear to be the best techniques. The
drawback of Same Module is that it depends on a reasonably good system decomposition: Same Module can only
refine larger modules into more coherent submodules; it cannot detect related declarations that are declared in different
modules.
The apparent success of Global Reference is partly due to the summarizing nature of the definition of recall by
Eq. (10), which does not distinguish OK and good matches. Global Reference often collapses huge parts of the
system into a single cluster, which in turn covers many references at least as an OK match. For a more detailed
analysis, Table 3 lists the reference components found by each technique either by an OK or good match. The table
shows that Global Reference has only a few good matches.
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Fig. 12. Recall and precision for CVS/ADO.
Fig. 13. Recall and precision for Mosaic/ADT.
Fig. 14. Recall and precision for Mosaic/ADO.
IC and ICVC have similar recall as Same Module except for CVS, but are able to find related global declarations
in different modules. This complementarity is shown in Table 3.
Abstract Data Types. For ADTs, Part Type appears to be the best technique at first sight. However, Part Type has the
same problem as Global Reference: it often collapses very large parts and the number of good matches is smaller than
for other techniques. For lack of space, the detailed data are not shown here.
In this section, we compared other techniques with the IC variants based on a threshold that balances good
precision and recall, in other words, with the best possible results if we knew the appropriate threshold. In a practical
application of IC, one does not know a suitable threshold in advance. To overcome this problem, one could
calibrate the threshold based on a sample of reference components that were detected using manual or other automatic
techniques. On the other hand, we recall that the original IC method consisted of a fully automated step applied
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Table 2
Recall/precision in comparison to other techniques
Technique Aero Bash CVS Mosaic
IC (ADT) 0.28/0.58 0.53/0.74 0.36/0.57 0.35/0.46
ICVC(n = 6) (ADT) 0.36/0.58 0.53/0.68 0.34/0.58 0.34/0.67
Same Module (ADT) 0.23/0.80 0.13/0.67 0.49/0.79 0.28/0.79
Part Type (ADT) 0.41/1.00 0.46/0.79 0.54/0.67 0.37/0.81
Internal Access (ADT) 0.08/1.00 0.43/0.93 0.34/0.75 0.33/0.75
IC (ADO) 0.53/0.19 0.42/0.13 0.60/0.57 0.46/0.49
ICVC(n = 6) (ADO) 0.54/0.18 0.44/0.16 0.59/0.64 0.46/0.44
Same Expression (ADO) 0.17/0.40 0.26/0.27 0.27/0.81 0.09/0.52
Global Reference (ADO) 0.63/0.38 0.60/0.27 0.77/0.88 0.23/0.78
Same Module (ADO) 0.50/0.40 0.41/0.29 0.86/0.82 0.48/0.63
Internal Access (ADO) 0.24/0.37 0.38/0.35 0.29/0.88 0.14/0.35
Table 3
Complementarity of techniques for ADO detection (+ good, ◦ OK, · no match)
Aero 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
GR · · + ◦ + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · · · · ◦ ◦
SM · + · · + ◦ + + + · · + ◦ · + ◦ + + ◦ ◦ ·
DIC · · + ◦ + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + + · · · ◦ ◦ ◦
ICVC · · + · + · + ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ + + · · · · ◦ ◦
Bash 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
GR + · ◦ ◦ + + · ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
SM + + · ◦ + ◦ · · · ◦ + · ◦ + · ◦ ◦ + ◦ · ◦
DIC + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + + ◦ · · · ◦ ◦
ICVC + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ ◦
CVS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
GR + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
SM + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ + + + + ◦ + + ◦ + + + ◦ + + +
DIC ◦ · · ◦ + ◦ ◦ + ◦ + ◦ ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ · ◦ ◦
ICVC ◦ · · ◦ ◦ + ◦ + ◦ + ◦ + + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ · ◦ ◦
CVS 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
GR ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
SM + ◦ + + + + ◦ + + + · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · + ◦
DIC ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ · · ◦ ◦ + · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
ICVC ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦
Mosaic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
SM · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + +
GR ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ + + · ◦ + + ◦ ◦ · ◦ + + ◦
DIC · ◦ ◦ + + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · · + + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ · + ◦
ICVC · + ◦ + + ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ · · + + · ◦ ◦ ◦ · + ◦
Mosaic 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
SM + + ◦ · ◦ · · + + · ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ + · +
GR + ◦ + · ◦ · · ◦ ◦ ◦ + + ◦ ◦ + + + ◦ ◦
DIC + ◦ + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ · ◦ + + + · ◦
ICVC + ◦ + · + ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ + ◦ · ◦ + + + · ◦
repeatedly intertwined with human validation. In an interactive application of this approach, the user would browse
the list of candidates ranked according to their connectivity, from the highest rank to one that seems doubtful. In other
words, an a priori threshold would not be needed.
Ranking the candidates according to their connectivity is also a key feature of this method to address scalability
for large systems. In fact, real-life systems comprise many components and, therefore, there will be many candidates.
Ranking suggests a strategy to visit the list of candidates that minimizes the effort of a programmer/maintainer by
avoiding early analysis of doubtful candidates, and thus the need for rework and/or look-ahead for accuracy.
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6. Conclusion
The originalIC approach [8] can only detect abstract data objects. In this paper, it was extended to detect abstract
data types as well. Furthermore, a variant of IC suitable for reverse engineering was described and an alternative
combination of the underlying interconnectivity metric, IC, which measures coupling, with a cohesion metric based
on vertex connectivity was introduced and evaluated. The quantitative results obtained for ADO recovery are better
than two other standard techniques and worse than Same Module and Global Reference. However, Same Module
relies on the assumption that the system is already well decomposed and yields bad results if related entities are in
different modules. Global Reference has fewer good matches. For ADT recovery, IC and ICVC have medium recall
and precision.
An overall observation of this evaluations is—as in previous evaluations—that the results are still not good enough,
neither for the IC variants nor for the other automatic techniques. The best recall rate among all techniques is
only about 40% on average; 86% recall of ADOs for CVS by Same Module is an outlier. This clearly highlights
the need for further research. However, the literature presents many methods aimed at detecting components from
existing software, and published studies show that the effectiveness of each of these methods greatly depends on
certain characteristics of the subject system, such as the original design approach, the programming language, and the
evolution history. Therefore, an interesting direction for further research is to investigate the combined application of
different component recovery approaches to different parts of a system. The basic idea is to improve the overall recall
of component recovery by identifying the factors that affect the effectiveness of methods, characterizing the systems
parts based on these factors, and selecting the more appropriate approaches for each part.
With respect to the classification of automatic component recovery techniques introduced in Section 2, the
extension of IC adds a graph-based dimension to the original method, as an analysis of the whole refer-to graph
is needed to compute the vertex connectivity used as a cohesion metric. The main differences with other graph-
based methods are the metric used for IC and the fact that IC considers both coupling and cohesion to generate
the clusters, whereas other methods focus on just one characteristic. As an example, cohesion is the main driver of
Strongly Connected Component analysis [14], whereas Dominance analysis focuses on coupling [14].
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